
 

Juan Tamariz Sessions (Download code and Limited
Edition Playing Cards) by Juan Tamariz and Vanishing Inc.

Juan Tamariz is undoubtedly one of the greatest magicians to ever live. His
teachings and unique philosophies have helped shape multiple generations of
magicians. Simply put, when Juan Tamariz speaks, you listen...very closely.

 That's why, when Juan Tamariz lectured at the 2018 Magifest Convention, it was
truly a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity that Vanishing Inc. knew magicians around
the world needed to experience. They went to great lengths to create an
unprecedented, nearly four-hour expert workshop on the performance of magic
accompanied by a one-of-a-kind limited edition deck of cards celebrating the
enduring legacy of Juan Tamariz.

 "The Juan Tamariz Sessions" offers an unprecedented look into the mind of one
of magic's most influential thinkers. The energy and excitement in the room for
this special day was off the charts, and many of Juan's closest friends and
students believe it might just be the best recorded material of Juan ever released.
Many attendees claimed to have even experienced chills from the standing
ovations elicited by Juan's poetic "Oil and Water" routine and truly gorgeous
"Four of a Kind Location".

 There's something for everyone in this download, including multiple routines:

Four of a Kind Location (Performance)
Impossible Card Location (Performance)
Follow the Leader (Performance and Explanation)
The Travelling Cards (Performance and Explanation)
Oil and Water: Naui (Performance)
Six Card Repeat (Performance and Explanation)
Finding the Lady (It's A Pity) (Performance and Explanation)

However, the true value of these sessions comes from Juan's intensive
exploration of theory and developing a creative approach to magic. Beyond the
planned discussion of emotionally-powerful magic, you'll find that some of the
best value comes from Juan's interactions with the audience.

 Whether you were already well-versed in Tamariz's work, or this is your
introduction to magic's "Maestro", "The Juan Tamariz Sessions" are a must-
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watch for any serious magician. This is about as close as you can get to a private
lesson with Juan Tamariz.

 Each download package comes with a special limited run deck of playing cards.
These limited edition playing cards will never be available anywhere else.
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